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ABSTRACT With post-mortem iris recognition getting increasing attention throughout the biometric and
forensic communities, no specific, cadaver-aware recognition methodologies have been proposed to date.
This paper makes the first step in assessing the discriminatory capabilities of post-mortem iris images
collected in multiple time points after a person’s demise, by proposing a deep convolutional neural network
(DCNN) classifier fine-tuned with cadaver iris images. The proposed method is able to learn these features
and provide classification of post-mortem irises in a closed-set scenario, proving that even with post-mortem
biological processes’ onset after a person’s death, features in their irises remain, and can be utilized as a
biometric trait. This is also the first work (known to us) to analyze the class-activation maps produced by the
DCNN-based iris classifier, and to compare them with attention maps acquired by a gaze-tracking device
observing human subjects performing post-mortem iris recognition task. We show how humans perceive
post-mortem irises when challenged with the task of classification, and hypothesize that the proposed
DCNN-based method can offer human-intelligible decisions backed by visual explanations which may be
valuable for iris examiners in a forensic/courthouse scenario.
INDEX TERMS biometrics, forensics, iris recognition, post-mortem
I. INTRODUCTION
Biometric recognition of cadaver irises has recently emerged
as a new topic in the biometric and forensic communities,
however, few researchers to date have had the opportunity
to attend this field of study. Due to the lack of appropriate
datasets, post-mortem iris biometrics have long eluded the
scientific community, with speculated assumptions taking the
front stage, stating that cadaver iris recognition is, at best,
incredibly hard to achieve due to the accelerated iris decom-
position after a subject’s death [21], or simply impossible
due to complete muscle relaxation [6], [7]. No scientific
experimentation, however, has been carried out to support
these claims.
Recent research, on the other hand, has unveiled the poten-
tial that the iris might be useful in post-mortem identification
and verification of humans [2], [10], [25], [26]. These studies,
conducted in both the mortuary, cold-storage conditions, as
well as in uncontrolled outside environment, have shown that
correct matches can be obtained with cadaver irises even
many days after death. However, existing iris matchers are
weakly suited for this task, with error rates growing with
increased time horizon since subject’s death. If post-mortem
iris biometrics can be successfully implemented, it could be
a valuable addition to the forensic expert’s set of methods for
identification, proving useful in cases when other methods,
such as DNA or dental records, are unavailable or difficult to
apply. It is easy to imagine a scenario of a hypothetical natu-
ral disaster victim search, when a fast positive identification
can free up valuable resources of emergency response teams
and let them proceed with shorter delay.
At the same time, simply providing a machine-backed
decision on to whom the iris might belong would not be con-
sidered sufficient during courthouse proceedings, similarly
to the case of fingerprints, where the automated fingerprint
identification systems (AFIS) serve only as assistance to the
human expert, who is making the final decision. Such use
case drives the motivation of this work, in which we present
an algorithm for cadaver iris recognition that, in addition
to its class-wise prediction, also offers a visualization of
the salient regions used by a classifier. Furthermore, we
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compare attention maps generated by the neural network with
attention maps obtained from human subjects with the use of
an eye tracker device, to gain insight into how differently a
machine and humans perform in this task, which iris regions
they deem important, and whether the two methods can
complement each other.
To our best knowledge, this is the first work to introduce
a method for classifying post-mortem iris images together
with such an extensive analysis of the attention maps in post-
mortem iris samples. With this paper, we offer the following
contributions to the state-of-the-art:
1) a data-driven method for classification of cadaver
irises based on a deep convolutional neural network
(DCNN),
2) Grad-CAM based analysis of iris regions contributing
the most to the class-wise prediction given by the
DCNN, facilitating the use of our method as an aid for
a human forensic expert,
3) a comparison between the DCNN-generated attention
maps and the maps obtained from an eye tracker device
recording human’s eye gaze during iris recognition
task,
4) source codes and network weights of the solution to
facilitate further research in this area1.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II briefs about
the related literature on post-mortem iris recognition, use of
DCNNs in iris recognition, and obtaining class-wise visual-
izations of the DCNN’s output. Section III summarizes the
details of the dataset used in this work and the processing
applied to the samples. The DCNN-based classifier is in-
troduced and evaluated in Section IV, whereas Section V
deals with class activation maps obtained from the DCNN
for post-mortem iris samples and attention maps obtained
from human iris examiners in the gaze-tracking experiment.
Finally, Section VI summarizes the findings of this work and
discusses open problems.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
A. POST-MORTEM IRIS RECOGNITION
Sansola [1] used IriShield M2120U iris recognition camera
together with IriCore matching software in experiments in-
volving 43 subjects who had their irises photographed at
different post-mortem time intervals. Depending on the post-
mortem interval, the method yielded 19-30% of false non-
matches and no false matches. Due to the lack of public
post-mortem iris image databases, Saripalle et al. [16] used
ex-vivo eyes of domestic pigs. They came to the conclusion
that irises are slowly degrading after being taken out of the
body, and lose their biometric capabilities 6 to 8 hours after
death. Ross [14] drew some conclusions on the development
of corneal opacity and fadeout of the pupillary and limbic
boundaries in post-mortem samples.
1a link to a webpage with the source codes and network weights will be
provided in the final manuscript
With the first peer-reviewed studies on human post-
mortem iris biometrics, Trokielewicz et al. have shown that
the iris can still successfully serve as a biometric identifier
for 27 hours after death [26], even when existing methods
that were not tuned to post-mortem data, are employed. This
first study was later expanded with more data, showing that
correct matches can still be expected even after 17 days since
a subject’s death [25]. These authors have also offered the
first database of 1330 near infrared (NIR) and visible light
(VIS) post-mortem iris images acquired from 17 cadavers
that is available to the scientific community [27]. Recent
study by Trokielewicz et al. [10], employing more images
collected up to 34 days post-mortem from 37 cadavers, shows
that iris recognition occasionally works even 21 days since
a subject’s demise. Exhaustive analyses of the progressing
degradation of post-mortem samples are also carried out,
together with an analysis of failed segmentation impact on
the recognition performance of existing iris matchers, and a
new dataset has been offered to researchers [28].
Bolme et al. [2] pioneered with the analysis of how fast
faces, fingerprints and irises are losing their biometric ca-
pabilities during human decomposition in natural, outdoor
environment, during different weather conditions. The au-
thors showed that the irises degraded quickly regardless of
the temperature, typically becoming useless only a few days
after placement. A recent paper by Sauerwein et al. [17]
followed these experiments, showing that irises stay readable
for up to 34 days after death, when cadavers were kept in
outdoor conditions during winter. Their readability, however,
was assessed by human experts, and not by specialized iris
recognition algorithms.
With the onset of the data available to the community,
some advancements have been made in the field of post-
mortem iris biometrics. Trokielewicz et al. presented an
algorithm for cadaver iris image segmentation, that is said
to effectively learn specific, post-mortem deformations of the
iris texture, and successfully exclude them during segmenta-
tion [23]. A method for detecting iris images coming from
post-mortem subjects has also been introduced, being able to
correctly detect almost 99% of the cadaver samples [24].
B. APPLICATIONS OF CNNS FOR IRIS RECOGNITION
Minaee et al. [11] study the possibility of employing con-
volutional networks for extracting iris features using a pre-
trained network based on the VGG-Net architecture [19] with
no specific fine-tuning. The dimensionality of the resulting
feature space is reduced by PCA, and the SVM is applied
as a classifier. The proposed solution is tested on CASIA-
Iris-1000 database (20,000 iris images from 1,000 subjects)
and IIT Delhi database (2,240 images from 224 subjects),
reaching 88% recognition rate on the former, and 98% on
the latter dataset. What should be noted, however, since no
image segmentation is performed, and hence features are
extracted from the entire image, periocular features may be
also involved in the recognition process. Authors argue that
features extracted by a network trained for something as
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distant as object recognition can be successfully transferred
for the purpose of recognizing of irises.
Gangwar and Joshi [4] introduce the DeepIrisNet, consti-
tuting two convolutional architectures built specifically for
the purpose of iris recognition, one being a typical, pyramid-
like structure of stacked convolutional layers, and the sec-
ond being an inception-style network coupled with stacked
convolutional layers. These networks are trained in a typical
closed-set scenario, then the softmax layer is removed and
the output from the last dense layer is extracted to provide
a 4096-dimensional vector of iris features, compared using
Euclidean distance. A promising equal error rate (EER) of
1.82% is reported, and the network is said to be able to be
easily fine-tuned to a new sensor.
Liu et al. [8] introduce a DeepIris network that is designed
to work well in heterogeneous scenarios, such as these when
iris images come from two different sensors, are of different
resolution, quality, etc. Their solution depends on pairs of
features that are learnt from the data coming from two het-
erogeneous sources. The experiments involve a hand-crafted
CNN architecture consisting of several convolutional layers,
which is trained and tested on subject-disjoint subsets of Q-
FIRE and CASIA cross-sensor datasets. EER = 0.15% is
reported.
Zhao and Kumar [29] propose a fully-convolutional net-
work architecture for iris masking and representation, trained
with the use of a triplet loss function, employing both a
positive and a negative sample in a single pass. Bit-shifting
and iris masking are also incorporated into this loss function.
The approach employs binarization of the network output and
additional masking of the ’less reliable’ bits in the feature
map, similarly to the concept of ignoring fragile bits in iris
code [5]. This method is yielding good results, with EERs
of 0.73% and 0.99% for the IITD and ND-Iris-0405 datasets,
and 2.28% and 3.85% for the more challenging WVU Non-
ideal and CASIA.v4-distance datasets.
Nguyen et al. [12] explore iris recognition using off-the-
shelf features obtained from selected modern CNN architec-
tures, coupled with a multi-class, one-against-all SVM clas-
sifier. The best performing models include DenseNet (best),
ResNet, and Inception. Good recognition rates are reported,
nearing 99% for the two databases used in the paper, namely
the LG2200 and CASIA-Iris-Thousand, albeit for a closed-
set experiment. This is in contrast to a rather low Daugman
matcher baseline rate of around 91%, on the same data.
C. VISUAL EXPLANATIONS FROM DEEP NETWORKS
Despite their excellent performance in a variety of computer
vision challenges, DCNNs in their basic designs do not pro-
vide a human-interpretable explanation for their decisions.
This makes such methods badly suited as a tool for assisting
human experts in a courtroom scenario, for instance, because
a softmax output cannot be expected to convince the jury of
a person’s innocence or guilt.
To alleviate these issues, several techniques have recently
been proposed, including class activation mapping (CAM),
first introduced by Zhou et al. [30] for identification of dis-
criminative image regions, decisive for the model prediction.
The authors achieve this by removing fully-connected layers
in the popular network architectures (AlexNet, GoogLeNet,
VGG), and replacing them with global average pooling layers
followed only by a fully-connected output softmax layer. As a
result, image regions that are important for discrimination are
highlighted in a heatmap-like manner. Selvaraju et al. intro-
duce improvement over the Zhou’s method with Grad-CAM
[18], which does not require any changes to the network’s
architecture, making it easier to use and more flexible. The
solution yields coarse localization heat-maps highlighting the
regions that contribute the most to the model’s prediction, but
also high-resolution visualization of features learned by the
network, obtained from guided back-propagation introduced
by Springenberg et al. in [20]. By combining these two, the
authors obtain fine-grained importance maps, which apart
from highlighting a coarse region of the image that is con-
sidered discriminatory, also allow insight into which features
are important.
By using these methods with our DCNN cadaver iris
classifier, we are able to provide the human expert more
knowledge on why a probe iris is assigned to a given class
in addition to stating which class it most likely belongs to.
Analyzing these maps provides also an insight regarding the
iris features that stay robust (from the biometric recognition
perspective) despite post-mortem decomposition processes
happening in the eye.
III. EXPERIMENTAL DATA
A. DATASETS OF CADAVER IRIS IMAGES
In this work we take advantage of the two publicly available
datasets of iris images collected from cadaver eyes, namely
the Warsaw-BioBase-PostMortem-Iris-v1 and -v2 subject-
disjoint datasets [27], [28], which combined contain 1200
NIR images and 1787 visible light images obtained from 37
subjects in total. These were collected in mortuary conditions
over a period of time reaching up to 34 days post-mortem. A
total of 72 eyes are represented in the data, since two subjects
had only one of their eyes photographed. In addition, data
for one of the classes had to be removed from analysis as it
was only represented by a single NIR sample. Thus, the final
database used in this study consists of 1199 NIR samples
and 1780 visible-light samples, representing 71 distinct eyes.
Since left and right irises are different, we assume that each
eye represents a separate identity, or class.
B. IMAGE SEGMENTATION AND PREPROCESSING
The post-mortem-aware method proposed by Trokielewicz
and Czajka [23] is used for image segmentation. This method
employs a DCNN fine-tuned with cadaver iris images taken
from Warsaw-BioBase-PostMortem-Iris-v1 dataset. Both the
v1 database (which was used for training the segmentation
method) and v2 database images (which are subject-disjoint
with v1 images) were segmented with the above method.
Thus, the v1 data is segmented by the method it was earlier
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FIGURE 1: Top row: Example images from the Warsaw-BioBase-PostMortem-Iris-v2 database, taken during five subsequent
acquisition sessions, which took place 7, 89, 138, 192, and 232 hours after a subject’s death, from left to right, respectively.
Bottom row: Same images, but segmented with [23], cropped to square and normalized with CLAHE. The segmentation
algorithm successfully removed portions of images obstructed due to post-mortem changes and additional light reflections.
used to train, however, this work does not aim at assessing
the segmentation accuracy, but rather to efficiently (and au-
tomatically) process samples that are later used to train and
evaluate the classifier that it introduces.
Example images from the second version of the
dataset (i.e., Warsaw-BioBase-PostMortem-Iris-v2), which
is subject-disjoint with respect to data used to design the
segmentation method, are shown in Fig. 1 (top row) together
with segmentation results cropped to square and resized to
224×224, as depicted in Fig. 1 (bottom row). After this
preprocessing, images which were then normalized using
contrast-limited adaptive histogram equalization (CLAHE)
[31], since the classification network yielded better classifica-
tion accuracy when it was trained with CLAHE-normalized
images, when compared to original images.
IV. PERFORMANCE OF THE DCNN CLASSIFIER
A. MODEL ARCHITECTURE
For the purpose of constructing our classifier, we take ad-
vantage of the VGG-16 model [19], which is pre-trained
on the ImageNet database of natural images. The number
of network outputs was adapted to the number of classes,
which in this study correspond to individual eyes. Transfer
learning was then performed by fine-tuning the network
weights with the Warsaw-BioBase-PostMortem-Iris dataset,
that is comprising images of 71 eyes.
B. TRAINING AND EVALUATION
For the network training, 10 independent train/test data splits
were created by randomly assigning 80% of the data in
each class to the training subset, and the remaining 20%
of the data to the testing subset, on which the network was
evaluated. This procedure gives 10 statistically independent
evaluations and allows to assess the variance of the estimated
error rates. The training, encompassing 30 epochs in each
of the train/test split run, was performed with stochastic
gradient descent with momentum m = 0.9, learning rate of
0.0001, and mini-batch size of 16. These experiments were
repeated three times with different types of iris image data:
near-infrared images (NIR), red-channel images extracted
from high-resolution RGB images (R), and with a combined
dataset of both types of data (mixed).
During the testing stage, the network trained on the current
train set gave its class-wise prediction for each of the images
belonging to the corresponding test set, together with a prob-
ability estimates from the range of 〈0, 1〉, where 1 denotes the
maximum probability of a given image belonging to the pre-
dicted class. These probability estimates were utilized to plot
the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves for our
DCNN-based classifier for three types of the training data,
as shown in Fig. 2. The classification accuracies (proportions
of samples being correctly classified by the network to the
overall number of test samples in a given train/test split)
and equal error rates are also shown in Fig. 2. The model
trained with R images is performing best, with EER as low
as 1.74% and an average classification accuracy of 90.7%,
which can be attributed to better quality offered by these
images, at least for early acquisition sessions. Also, most of
the subjects in the experimental database (29 out of 37) had
lightly-colored eyes (i.e., gray, blue, or light-green), which
are known to offer better visibility of the iris texture under
visible light illumination. The model trained with NIR data
performs much worse (EER=5.73% and accuracy of 73.1%),
but the model employing both kinds of data in only slightly
worse than the R model, offering EER=2.5% and an accuracy
of 84.2%.
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FIGURE 2: Performance of our DCNN-based classifier in terms of: classification accuracy (left), Equal Error Rates (middle)
and Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curves (right), when trained on NIR, R, and mixed datasets of images.
Correct Correct Correct Correct Incorrect
FIGURE 3: Same as in Fig. 1, but with activation maps
generated with Grad-CAM added in the third row, and the
activation-map-weighted results of the gradient backpropa-
gation [18] in the fourth row.
V. CLASS ACTIVATION MAPS AND HUMAN
GAZE-TRACKING DATA COMPARISON
In this Section, we employ two methods, namely the Grad-
CAM algorithm described in Sec. II, and the gaze-tracking
technique, to obtain attention maps highlighting regions of
the iris image considered important when making the deci-
sion by the machine-based method and by human subjects.
A. MACHINE-BASED ATTENTION MAPS
To obtain machine-based attention maps, we take advantage
of the method introduced in [18], by training the classifica-
tion network in the same manner as described in Section IV.
An adapted code from [13] is used for the implementation in
Keras/Tensorflow environment [3], [9]. A modified training
procedure is employed here, where the subset of data that was
used in the gaze-tracking part of the experiments constitutes
the testing subset, and the remaining data is assigned to the
training subset. The rest of the training parameters is exactly
the same as in Sec. IV. An additional model was also trained
with manually segmented data, to gain some insight into how
the DCNN is dealing with both types of data: with iris-pupil
and iris-sclera boundaries manually annotated by an expert in
iris recognition, and with iris segmented with an automated
method, fine-tuned specifically to work with post-mortem
data [23].
Experiments employing class activation mapping are car-
ried out twofold:
1) we process selected samples in subsets of 5 samples
per post-mortem eye, in which each of the samples
corresponds to one of the five acquisition sessions,
carried out during progressing time horizon after a
subject’s demise, and try to evaluate the important fea-
tures, attention maps’ shapes, and consistency between
them (Figs. 3 through 8);
2) then, selected samples with their activation maps are
compared against corresponding samples from the
gaze-tracking experiment and their human-based at-
tention maps, to examine whether these two types of
attention (machine and human) are somehow similar
(Figs 10 through 13); the selection of samples is done
in a way that produces a set of attention maps corre-
sponding to four situations:
• human was correct, whereas the DCNN made a
mistake,
• DCNN was correct, whereas a human subject
made a mistake,
• both of them were correct,
• both of them were mistaken.
An example of the processing pipeline is shown in Fig.
3, in which class activation maps highlighting the important
iris regions, and CAM-weighted gradient backpropagation
feature maps denoting the finer details of the image texture
are generated for samples shown earlier in Fig. 1, together
with denoting the DCNN’s decisions. The remainder of this
Section is dedicated to performing similar analyses for se-
lected cadaver irises, with both manually and automatically
segmented data.
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Manual segmentation of the samples: Automatic segmentation of the samples:
Correct Correct Correct Incorrect Correct Correct Incorrect Correct Correct Correct
FIGURE 4: Same as in Fig. 3, but for both manually segmented iris images (left) and automatically segmented iris images
(right). Cadaver iris image samples (top row), class activation maps (middle row), and CAM-weighted features maps (bottom
row). Subject 16, left eye.
Manual segmentation of the samples: Automatic segmentation of the samples:
Correct Correct Correct Incorrect Correct Correct Correct Correct Incorrect Incorrect
FIGURE 5: Same as in Fig. 4, but for the right eye of subject 118, for which the manually processed data yielded better
classification results.
For the left eye of subject 16, Fig. 4, the DCNN-model
given the correct class-wise prediction in 4 out of 5 cases,
both for manually and automatically segmented data. The
activation maps seem rather consistent (apart from the one
sample that yielded an incorrect prediction), but, maybe
surprisingly, salient regions are located near the iris-pupil
boundary.
A different behavior can be observed for samples belong-
ing to the right eye of subject 118, Fig. 5. Here, the manually
annotated samples yield better results, both in terms of clas-
sification accuracy (4/5 versus 3/5 achieved by the DCNN
trained with automatically processed samples), but also in
terms of class activation maps consistency and their size. For
this eye, the CAMs are large and concentrate on the mid-iris
region, with features on the entire circumference are used for
giving the (correct) prediction. The CAMs obtained for the
automatically processed samples are mostly incoherent, and
the DCNN made one mistake more, which can probably be
attributed to the inaccurate segmentation result for the fifth
sample.
An opposite situation, i.e., the superior performance for the
automatically segmented data, can be observed for subject
101, left eye, Fig. 6. Here, despite incoherent segmentation,
the DCNN was able to find correct discriminatory features
in 4 out of 5 samples, producing large CAMs pointing to
different iris regions. For the manually segmented samples,
the produced CAMs are only coherent for the two correctly
classified samples, with no apparent reason why the classifi-
cation failed for the remaining three.
Finally, Fig. 7 presents CAMs obtained for an eye that
turned out to be very challenging for the DCNN models, both
with manually and automatically segmented samples. The
class activation maps are incoherent and point to different
regions of the iris, ending up with only 1 sample out of 5
being correctly classified.
An interesting behavior of the DCNN is shown in Fig.
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Manual segmentation of the samples: Automatic segmentation of the samples:
Incorrect Incorrect Incorrect Correct Correct Correct Correct Incorrect Correct Correct
FIGURE 6: Same as in Fig. 4, but for the left eye of subject 101, for which the automatically processed data yielded better
classification results.
Manual segmentation of the samples: Automatic segmentation of the samples:
Correct Incorrect Incorrect Incorrect Incorrect Correct Incorrect Incorrect Incorrect Incorrect
FIGURE 7: Same as in Fig. 4, but for subject 112, left eye, which was challenging for the DCNN-based method regardless of
the image segmentation method.
8. Since the manually segmented data represents additional,
post-mortem induced light reflections on the iris, which were
not masked out by the human annotator, the DCNN learns
these reflections to be class-specific features, and uses them
for classification. Thus, the first sample is misclassified, be-
cause there are no additional light reflections. The automatic
segmentation method, on the other hand, is able to mask out
these reflections, and in turn force the network to search
for actual iris features. The first sample is now classified
correctly (albeit the overall accuracy remains the same).
Albeit the automatic segmentation of the iris images pro-
duces masks with non-perfectly-circular edges, these appar-
ently are not used by the DCNN model as recognition cues,
neither are they similar between the samples, even those
belonging to the same class. The shape of the attention maps,
which are often large and focused on the iris region itself,
lets us assume that the DCNN is correctly learning the class-
wise representations of the iris texture. Also, in cases when
the network is focusing its attention strongly on or near the
pupillary region, its prediction is often false.
B. HUMAN-BASED ATTENTION MAPS
We set up an experiment employing a eye tracker device to
collect attention maps from human subjects who performed
iris recognition task. Eye tracking enables following a per-
son’s gaze as he or she is looking around a screen, and
calculating the numerical coordinates of the gaze with respect
to the screen coordinate system, thus enabling a fairly precise
analysis of what the user is looking at in any given moment.
This is often used in psychological studies, marketing re-
search and software usability studies, but the applications ex-
tend far beyond that, from OS navigation, gaming controls, to
even enabling computer use for the severely disabled people.
For the purpose of this study we have selected the EyeTribe
device [22]. After a calibration procedure, the device outputs
gaze coordinates in the form of (x, y) points as a function
of time, which can then be processed to come up with an
attention map. These coordinates represent two types of gaze:
VOLUME 4, 2016 7
Manual segmentation of the samples: Automatic segmentation of the samples:
Incorrect Correct Correct Correct Incorrect Correct Incorrect Correct Correct Incorrect
FIGURE 8: Same as in Fig. 4, but for subject 102, right eye. Similar performance is yielded by both types of segmentation,
but the automatic segmentation method is able to efficiently mask out light reflections and thus force the network to learn iris
features instead.
fixations and saccades. Fixations occur when the person is
currently looking at something, focusing the gaze on it. The
opposite to fixations are saccades, constituting of larger eye
movements, when the gaze in being moved between fixation
points. As it has been proven that little to no visual processing
cognition can be achieved during saccades [15], this allows
focusing on the fixations periods when analyzing the gaze
data, assuming that these periods contain most of the useful
information. Then, we have implemented cluster analysis on
the raw data logs to find iris regions by grouping together
fixation points arranged similarly on the iris texture. As the
iris logs have different number of fixation points and their
groupings, first an evaluation of optimal cluster numbers
is performed using Davies-Bouldin index. Then, k-means
clustering is performed using a number of cluster proposed
in the previous step, to come up with proposed iris patches
describing regions that were used by human examiners dur-
ing their comparison efforts, as depicted in Fig. 9.
During the experiment, 28 subjects were asked to classify
selected post-mortem iris image pairs as either genuine (same
eye) or impostor (different eyes), and their gaze coordinates
were recorded by the eye tracker device. Each subject could
take as much time as they deemed necessary for coming up to
their decision. The image pairs were arbitrarily selected from
the Warsaw-BioBase-PostMortem-Iris-v1 and v2 datasets, as
shown in Fig. 9. Since the GradCAM technique gives us the
activation maps for the winning class, and our intent is to
demonstrate and compare the correct and incorrect behaviors
of the network, we evaluate the human-based attention maps
from those pairs that were genuine as ground truth, but which
were classified by humans as either genuine (correct) or
impostor (incorrect).
In this Section, we present selected human-based attention
maps, and compare them with class activation maps gener-
ated by the machine solution, similarly to those described in
Sec. V-A, in four situations, namely:
FIGURE 9: Example attention maps for the same iris images
pair coming from cadaver eyes, recorded during the exper-
iment. Green and red dots represent the raw gaze fixation
points (within, and outside of the iris, respectively), whereas
the yellow circles denote the averaged fixation regions gen-
erated by clustering the raw data and drawing an arbitrarily
sized circle around the cluster center.
• when both the DCNN and a human subject provided a
correct decision (class-wise assignment for the DCNN
and genuine/impostor decision for a human),
• when the DCNN failed to correctly classify a sample,
but the human subject provided a correct decision,
• when the human subject made a mistake, but the DCNN
was correct,
• when both the human subject and the DCNN made a
mistake.
For each of these cases, we present samples in two sub-cases:
• when machine- and human-based attention maps are
similar and comparable,
• when machine- and human-based attention maps do not
match and point to different iris regions.
By inspecting these 8 cases in total, we investigate the
differences and similarities between the human and the deep
convolutional network, and see if the attention maps cor-
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respond to each other when the decision was correct, and
when it was not. For the DCNN-based solution, a correct
answer means giving the correct class-wise prediction. For
experiments with human subjects, this means giving the
correct genuine/impostor prediction.
Figure 10 shows cases, in which the human examiner gave
the correct decision, and at the same time the DCNN solution
failed, despite attending the similar iris region as the human
subject did (left pair). On the right, the DCNN also failed, but
this time different attention maps are presented. Notably, both
the machine and the human attended multiple iris regions, yet
only human subject was able to give a correct answer.
Similar maps: Non-matching maps:
Correct Incorrect Correct Incorrect
FIGURE 10: Human-based (gaze-tracking data) and DCNN-
based (class activation mapping) attention maps for cases
when human subject provided a correct decision, whereas the
DCNN made a mistake. Samples with (roughly) similar maps
are shown on the left, samples with significantly different
maps are shown on the right.
Two cases, for which the DCNN model gave correct an-
swers are illustrated in Fig. 11. On the left, both the DCNN
and human subject are attending a large, circular region in
the middle part of the iris. However, only the DCNN comes
up with the correct solution. On the right, the DCNN attends
only a small portion of the iris, and still provides a correct
answer, compared to human examiner, who fails despite
attending more iris regions.
Similar maps: Non-matching maps:
Incorrect Correct Incorrect Correct
FIGURE 11: Same as in Fig. 10, but for cases when DCNN
provided a correct decision, whereas the human examiner
was wrong.
Fig. 12 shows two samples for which both the DCNN
and the human subject were able to give correct decisions,
supported by similar (left pair), and completely different
attention maps (right pair).
Finally, in Fig. 13 we show two samples for which both
methods yielded incorrect results, supported by rather sparse
(human examiner on the left), but also by dense attention
maps (DCNN on the left, human examiner on the right).
Similar maps: Non-matching maps:
Correct Correct Correct Correct
FIGURE 12: Same as in Fig. 10, but for cases when both the
DCNN and the human examiner provided a correct decision.
Similar maps: Non-matching maps:
Incorrect Incorrect Incorrect Incorrect
FIGURE 13: Same as in Fig. 10, but for cases when both
the DCNN and the human examiner provided an incorrect
decision.
Results described in this Section can be summarized in
a few observations. First, although we were able to find
samples for which both the DCNN-based and human-based
attention maps were strikingly similar, we were as well able
to find those that were almost completely region-disjoint.
This suggests that DCNN-based visualization of salient iris
regions may be complementary to what humans perceive as
important in their judgements. Second, both the machine-
based and human-based attention maps seem to omit the
distant (i.e., outer) regions of the iris near the iris-sclera
boundary, suggesting that discriminatory capacity of these
areas for post-mortem iris samples may be limited.
VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
This study shows that despite the inherent difficulty found in
the post-mortem iris image data, a DCNN-based classifier,
fine-tuned to work with cadaver iris data, is able to efficiently
learn discriminatory class-wise iris features. This makes an
important step forward in making post-mortem iris recogni-
tion a viable method of identification of deceased subjects.
A significant portion of this paper is dedicated to vi-
sualizations of the DCNN-based classifier output obtained
with the Grad-CAM technique, which may support a hu-
man expert in identification salient areas of post-mortem
samples. Presented visualizations suggest that throughout 5
subsequent acquisition sessions carried out after a subject’s
death, discriminatory iris features can still be extracted from
the images. These experiments are important in the sense
that we are not aware of any other papers studying the
human-based attention maps obtained during a gaze-tracking
study with human asked to classify iris images as genuine or
impostor, compared with output visualizations of the deep
convolutional neural network, trained on post-mortem iris
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One conclusion of this study is that appearance, similarity,
or density of human-driven and DCNN-driven maps seem
not to correspond in any clear way to decisions being made
by either humans or DCNN. As for the similarities observed
between humans and the neural network, both ’examiners’
tend to focus on a limited number of iris areas (often just
one), which is opposite to iris-code-based methods analyzing
the entire non-occluded portion of the iris annulus. This may
suggest that an effective way of post-mortem iris recognition
should be based on sparse coding (such as minutiae-based
coding in fingerprints, of keypoint-based object recognition)
rather than on dense coding (such as iris-code-based algo-
rithms).
The second conclusion is that both humans and DCNN
focused more on the inner/middle part of the iris, what
suggests that outer parts (close to sclera) may be less effective
in post-mortem iris recognition.
The third conclusion from this work is that salient regions
proposed by the DCNN and identified from human eye gaze
do not overlap in general, hence the computer-added visual
cues may potentially constitute a valuable addition to the
forensic examiner’s expertise, as it can highlight important
discriminatory regions that the human expert might miss in
their proceedings.
The fourth conclusion from this study is that human sub-
jects can provide an incorrect decision even despite spending
quite some time observing many iris regions. Thus, we may
hazard a guess that iris features ‘extracted’ by non-expert
human subjects do not always allow for post-mortem iris
recognition, and an additional training may be necessary,
similar to the training of forensic experts dealing with fin-
gerprint, to become effective in recognizing post-mortem iris
images.
The main limitation of our work regards the use of a
DCNN-based classifier that is trained and evaluated in a
closed-set scenario, and in its current design would be diffi-
cult to employ on a subject-disjoint dataset of iris images. To
enable this, the trained model would have to serve only as a
biometric feature extractor, followed by further processing of
the features and a corresponding similarity metric that would
enable efficient matching between samples. The positive side
of such approach, on the other hand, is that it enables to
obtain class activation maps with the use of the Grad-CAM
technique, which may be useful when the method is to be
applied during forensic proceedings as an aid to the forensic
expert.
This paper follows the guidelines on research reproducibil-
ity by providing the source codes and trained network
weights for the best train/test split in each experiment. These
allow to reproduce all the results presented in this paper.
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